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7Abstract

8The questions of whether chat reference service is beneficial enough to users to justify the costs of
9offering it, and how valuable it is to users in fulfilling their information needs, have been primary
0concerns for librarians providing the service, for library administrators managing the service, and for

funding agencies paying for it. The present study combines a traditional evaluation of the user's
2satisfaction with the reference encounter, with details of the user's information use and the user's
3motivation for using the chat reference service. This evaluation study assesses the effectiveness of chat
4reference service in meeting users' information needs.
5© 2006 Published by Elsevier Inc.

6

71. Introduction

8With the increasing availability of computers and Internet access both within libraries and in
9modern society at large, online services have become among the most heavily used services
20libraries offer. Chat reference is one such service enabled by computing and networking, the
2use of which is increasing. The implementation, management, and evaluation of chat reference
22service have attracted much attention from library practitioners and researchers over the past
23several years. The questions of whether chat reference is beneficial enough to users to justify
24the costs of offering it, and how valuable it is to users in fulfilling their information needs, have
25been primary concerns for librarians providing the service, for library administrators managing
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26the service, and for funding agencies paying for it. Evaluating chat reference services from the
27users' perspective, and exploring users' feedback on their use of the service, constitutes one
28solution to gauge the value and utility of the information provided by such a service to users.
29Library reference service, whether at the desk, by asynchronous media such as e-mail, or by
30synchronous media such as chat, is generally provided in an interactive setting that involves
3two parties, the librarian and the user. Evaluations of the success of a reference transaction
32have therefore traditionally taken into consideration the points of view of both of these parties:
33the quality of the answer provided by the librarian and the user's satisfaction with this answer
34and other aspects of the reference encounter. Both of these evaluation metrics are useful for
35evaluating a reference service; it is necessary both that answers provided by a service be
36accurate and complete, and that the user be satisfied. These evaluation metrics are limited,
37however, in that they assess the outcome of the reference interaction immediately following its
38conclusion. These metrics are concerned with a single point in time and do not look backwards
39or forward in time: neither has the ability to identify what information need brought the user to
40the service in the first place, or to assess the user's use of the information provided and its
4impact over the long term.
42This methodological limitation is in part an artifact of reference work traditionally being
43performed at a desk: once a user leaves the library, it is difficult or impossible to follow-up to
44ask about her use of the information provided. With the advent of virtual reference services,
45however, it became possible to follow-up with the user, as in this type of service the user is
46asked to provide an e-mail address. This made it possible to get in touch with users some time
47after they obtained answers to their questions to determine the use to which they put this
48information. Even given this, however, few studies of virtual reference services have
49investigated user's uses of the information provided by the service, or identified the
50information needs that give rise to the user's question to the service.
5The present study combines a traditional evaluation of the user's satisfaction with the
52reference encounter, with details of the user's information use and the user's motivation for
53using the chat reference service. This combination of methodologies may serve as a model for
54the evaluation of other virtual reference services, in combination with other evaluation
55methods and metrics. The goal of this evaluation study was to assess the effectiveness of chat
56reference service in meeting users' information needs. This was addressed by the investigation
57of three research questions:

581. What is the users' level of satisfaction with chat reference service?
592. What motivates users to use chat reference service?
603. How are users using the information provided by chat reference service?
6

62This study was conducted in the context of the collaborative statewide service chat-based
63reference service NCknows (www.ncknows.org). NCknows was launched for an 18-month
64pilot phase in February 2004. Nineteen libraries participated in the pilot phase, and librarians
65in all nineteen of these libraries staffed the service during the pilot. These libraries included
66public, research university, community college, and government libraries and spanned the state
67to include urban and rural, large, and small libraries. The NCknows project was started with
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68funding from an Institute of Museum and Library Services (IMLS) Library Services and
69Technology Act (LSTA) grant and is coordinated by the State Library of North Carolina's
70Library Development Section (statelibrary.dcr.state.nc.us). The pilot phase of NCknows has
7been completed, and in July 2005 the service had its final launch.1

722. Literature review

73Evaluation of chat reference services is important, given the mixed response that such
74services have received, from both librarians and users. Coffman and Arret (2004a, 2004b), for
75example, discuss the failure of many commercial reference services, and question whether chat
76is a viable medium for offering library-based reference service. Horowitz, Flanagan, and
77Helman (2005), for another example, describe the rise and fall of a chat reference service
78offered by the Massachusetts Institute of Technology's libraries. Given that the viability of
79chat reference for libraries has still not been definitively established, it is essential for libraries
80offering chat reference services to evaluate the service.
8Metrics for the evaluation of reference services fall into two broad categories, defined by the
82perspective taken on the service: from the point of view of the user, and from the point of view
83of the service itself. Saxton and Richardson (2002), in their review of the many measures that
84have been used in the evaluation of library reference services, refer to these perspectives as the
85“obtrusive user-oriented approach primarily concerned with testing for levels of user
86satisfaction with the service,” and the “query-oriented approach primarily concerned with
87testing the accuracy of answers to reference questions” (p. 33). In addition to answer accuracy,
88other metrics from the service perspective include the size of the library's collection, the
89resources used in the answer, and the cost of the service (Murfin, 1993), among others.
90Two approaches to evaluating reference service from the user's point of view have
9traditionally been employed: obtrusive and unobtrusive. Obtrusive evaluation employs
92observation of the reference transaction, so that both the user and the librarian know that they
93are being observed. Unobtrusive evaluation is a “secret shopper”-style methodology where the
94researcher or a proxy asks a question as a user, so that the librarian does not know that he or she
95is being observed. Crowley (1971) made the first recorded use of unobtrusive evaluation, and
96this method has been employed for many reference evaluations since (Dewdney & Ross, 1994;
97Durrance, 1989; Ross & Nilsen, 2000; Weech & Goldhor, 1982). Though all of these data
98collections were anonymous, it was possible for the researchers to collect data some time
99subsequent to the reference transaction only because the proxies were known and available to
00the researchers.
0Although proxies have been employed in evaluations of digital reference services (Kaske &
02Arnold, 2002), it is not necessary to do so because it is possible to elicit data from the user and
03still maintain an unobtrusive methodology. This is accomplished through the use of an exit
04survey that the user fills out upon completion of the reference transaction. Exit surveys have

1 More libraries around the state have joined the project since the conclusion of the pilot phase. The list of
participating libraries can be found on NCknows' Web site.
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05been utilized for evaluations of e-mail reference services: Pomerantz (2004) describes surveys
06that studied users' satisfaction with the AskERIC e-mail service and the composition of the
07AskERIC user population. Exit surveys are more common, however, for evaluations of chat
08reference services (Hill, Madarash-Hill, & Bich, 2003; Marsteller & Neuhaus, 2001; Ruppel &
09Fagan, 2002). Immediately following the reference transaction is the easiest, and perhaps the
0only, time to collect data from the user of a digital reference service: the user is “present” at that

moment, and once the user disconnects from the service may be difficult or impossible to
2contact her to collect more data. Although it may be possible to contact a user of a digital
3reference service after the conclusion of the reference transaction (via the user's e-mail
4address), this is rarely done.
5The use of a reference service from the users' perspective may be broken down temporally
6into three stages: prior to the use of the service, during and immediately following the use of
7the service, and subsequent to the use of the service. Scriven uses the term evaluand to refer to
8“that which is being evaluated” (Scriven, 1991, p. 139). Thus, three evaluands may be posited
9within the timespan of a user's use of reference a service: the user's motivation for using the
20service, the user's perception of the service, and how the user uses the information provided by
2the service.
22These three evaluands correspond to the three stages of an individual's movement through a
23situation, as posited in Dervin's theory of sense-making (1983). Dervin suggests that the
24ultimate goal of a user's search for information is to bridge a gap between her internal
25cognitive state and external reality in order to make sense of the world in addressing some
26issue or concern in her life. The gap is the core premise of sense-making theory: Dervin (2003)
27posits that “discontinuity is an assumed constant of nature generally and the human condition
28specifically” (p. 271), which unavoidably places a gap between one's internal world and
29external reality. This gap provides the underlying motivation for the user to seek information
30from an external source. Bridging this gap provides the motivation for the user to use particular
3information sources. How the information helped (or hurt) the user to bridge that gap may
32reflect on the source that provided that information. One such information source may be
33another person, in the form of a librarian in a virtual reference service.
34There have not been many studies that examine users' motivations for using library
35reference services. Among the few studies that have interviewed library users concerning their
36motivations for using library services in general, Marchant (1991) explored the motivations for
37adults' use of public libraries and categorized these motivations as being derived from four
38major life interests: family life, vocational growth, religion, and politics. Saracevic and Kantor
39(1997) concluded that users' reasons for using library services fall into three categories: for a
40task or a project; for personal reasons; and to get an object, information, or perform an activity.
4It is reasonable to assume that the information needs that motivate use of a library-based virtual
42reference service would fall into the same categories that motivate use of library services in
43general.
44Mitchell (1982) defines motivation as “the degree to which an individual wants and chooses
45to engage in certain specified behaviors” (p. 82), which can be further divided to two
46categories: intrinsic and extrinsic. Intrinsic motivation refers to “a drive arising within the self
47to carry out an activity whose reward is derived from the enjoyment of the activity itself”
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48(Davis & Wiedenbeck, 2001, p. 554). Extrinsic motivation refers to external incentives and
49rewards that motivate an individual to perform an activity (Shapira, Kantor, & Melamed,
502001). For this study, motivation is characterized as either intrinsic or extrinsic, both of which
5drive the user to seek information. An example of an intrinsic information need is personal
52curiosity; an imposed query, defined by Gross (1999) as a question from an individual seeking
53information on behalf of another person, is an example of an extrinsic information need.
54Whether and how a users' information need has been satisfied by using an information
55service may be taken as indicators of both the value of the service and the utility of the
56information provided by the service. Variables of information value and utility measurement
57include affective results, accomplishment of information tasks and changes in work
58performance, mental and physical effort expended in searching information, and monetary
59value (Broadbent & Lofgren, 1993; Saracevic & Kantor, 1997; Su, 1992). In studies
60examining these variables, users were interviewed and surveyed immediately following their
6use of an information service; this particular time constraint, however, only allows for
62collection of data of the perceived value of the information to the user. Users had not yet had a
63chance to apply the information in solving their problems. What has been missing in these
64studies is a more realistic elicitation of user's valuing of information, that is, how users actually
65use information to address concerns or solve problems.
66Information use is defined here as the real life utility value of information for the user. This
67value is taken as an indicator of NCknows' success in providing help that fulfills users'
68information needs. Ahituv (1980) studied three approaches to valuing information. One of
69these is the “realistic value” approach, which attempts to measure the impact of information on
70the outcomes of decisions and the performance of decision makers before and after gaining the
7information. This approach has been adopted by the present study to allow users to comment
72on how they used the information provided to them by NCknows to solve problems that arose
73from the situations in their life, in an effort to analyze how users' information needs have been
74fulfilled.

753. Methodology

76Two distinct methods were employed to collect data at different stages of the process of
77users' use of the NCknows service and the information provided to them. First, an exit survey
78popped up for the user at the conclusion of a chat session. NCknows uses the 24/7 Reference
79application to provide chat service (www.247ref.org). The exit survey was implemented using
80the functionality of the software itself: when the user left the chat session by clicking on the
8Exit button, the exit survey popped up. Unfortunately if the user left the session in some other
82way – by closing the browser window, or if the browser crashed, of if technical problems cut
83the chat session short – the exit survey would not pop up.
84The exit survey created for this study did not pop up for users who came into the
85NCknows service through the Public Library of Charlotte & Mecklenburg County
86(PLCMC)'s queue. Instead, at the conclusion of chat sessions, PLCMC's users received
87the default exit survey provided by the 24/7 Reference company to their customers. This was
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88the case because PLCMC had a contract with 24/7 Reference, separate from the rest of
89NCknows, due to the fact that PLCMC launched their chat reference service in February
902002, two years prior to NCknows' launch. To have the exit survey created for this study
9pop up for PLCMC's users would have required a separate negotiation between the
92evaluation team, PLCMC, and 24/7 Reference, which was unfeasible at the time that this
93data collection effort was launched. PLCMC is the largest contributor to NCknows' volume
94of chat sessions, accounting for 43% of NCknows' total volume. Thus, a large percentage of
95NCknows' users were not surveyed for this data collection effort. This will not be an issue in
96future evaluations of NCknows, however, as PLCMC did not renew their individual contract
97with 24/7 Reference, and instead joined the contract between NCknows and 24/7 Reference
98as of February 2005.
99The drawback of creating a customized exit survey, however, is that the exit survey
200responses were not automatically linked to chat session transcript numbers, which
20functionality is available to services that do use 24/7 Reference's default exit survey. The
202research team was able to manually link most (70%) of the exit survey responses to chat
203session transcript numbers. This linking was performed using two criteria: the date and time of
204the chat session and the submission of the exit survey, and comparison of the e-mail addresses
205that users provided to the NCknows service at login and on the exit survey. If a user did not
206provide an e-mail address either at login or on the exit survey, sometimes transcripts could be
207linked using the date and time alone. The 30% of exit surveys that could not be linked to
208transcripts were those for which this was impossible. The NCknows service has, since the
209conclusion of this evaluation effort, gone back to using 24/7 Reference's default exit survey,
20precisely so that this linking is performed automatically.
2The questions on the custom exit survey designed for this study were derived from Hirko
22(2004) and McClure, Lankes, Gross, & Choltco-Devlin (2002), both of whom make
23recommendations for measures that may be collected when performing evaluations of digital
24reference services. These sources are based on both best practice and the American Library
25Association's guidelines (2004) for providing digital reference service.2

26The second method to collect data on users' use of the NCknows service was semi-
27structured interviews with NCknows users. The final two questions on the exit survey ask if the
28user was willing to be contacted for a follow-up interview, and for his or her e-mail address. If
29the user was willing to be contacted, the researchers sent the user an invitation e-mail, asking to
220set up a telephone interview. This e-mail message also contained the text of the interview
22questions, so that the user would have advance knowledge of the questions that the researchers
222would ask. This message was sent to the user two weeks after their chat session because this
223amount of time was judged to be long enough for the user to have applied the information
224obtained from NCknows but short enough for the user to still have a clear memory of the chat
225session. A time for a telephone interview was set up by e-mail; these telephone interviews
226therefore took place two to three weeks after the user's chat session. The interviews consisted
227of five questions. Two primary types of data were collected in these interviews: users'

2 The exit survey can be found online at: http://purl.oclc.org/NET/POMERANTZ/NCKNOWS/exitsurvey.html.
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228motivation for using the NCknows service and how users used the information provided to
229them.3

2304. Results

23From March through November 2004, a total of 4563 users submitted questions to the
232NCknows service, not via PLCMC's queue. Out of these, 392 users (8.6%) submitted the exit
233survey, and 284 users (6.2% of all users, 72.4% of users who submitted the exit survey)
234indicated willingness to be contacted. Of the users willing to be contacted, 73 (25.7%) replied
235to the invitation e-mail and answered the interview questions either in a telephone interview or
236by e-mail. A total of 24 telephone interviews were conducted and 49 e-mail responses were
237received. These low response rates raise the issue of the effect of unit non-response bias on
238these results, which will be discussed below.

2394.1. Prior to use of the service

2404.1.1. Use of other reference services
24A total of 67 users answered the question in the follow-up interviews whether they had ever
242used any of the other reference services offered by their library. Of these above respondents:4

243! 48% (32) had used their library's desk reference service,
244! 19% (13) had used the e-mail reference service,
245! 33% (22) had used the telephone reference service,
246! 19% (13) had never used any other reference services,
247! 7% (5) did not answer the question directly, and
248! 7% (5) were librarians or library staff.
249

250The purpose of this question was to determine if NCknows users were the same individuals
25who used other library reference services, or if NCknows was reaching new user communities.
252The results indicated that 19% of the users never used any of the library reference services
253before, which means that this percentage of NCknows users are new. Whether NCknows users
254are new or existing library users, however, it was important to determine how users were
255learning about the service. This motivated the following question.

3 The interview protocol can be found online at http://purl.oclc.org/NET/POMERANTZ/NCKNOWS/
patron_followup.html.
4 Note that these numbers sum to greater than 100%. This is due to the fact that some users had used more than
one of the other reference services offered by their library. Other purposes for which users used the library
included to check books out, to bring their children for story time and other children's programs, to conduct
genealogy research, and to use public access computers.
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2564.1.2. Discovery of NCknows
257Another follow-up interview question asked how the user had learned about the NCknows
258service. A total of 68 users replied to this question, by both telephone and e-mail. Four routes
259by which users learned about the service emerged from responses:

2601. The local library, or library-produced publicity materials (47, 69%): A librarian
26recommended the service to users during a physical visit to their local library, or users
262came across a mention of the service in materials prepared by their local library (e.g., library
263newsletters, flyers, Web site, or radio news coverage).
2642. Online searching (8, 12%): The user came across the service either by searching in a search
265engine for some topic and serendipitously retrieving a link to the service, or the user was
266using another Web site that contained a link to the service. These users did not know about
267the service until they came across it online.
2683. School system (8, 12%): The service was recommended to the user in a school setting (e.g.,
269a college orientation, mentioned by a teacher or professor in class, or a link from a school's
270Web site).
274. Friends and colleagues (5, 7%): Users had the service recommended to them by another
272individual who knew about the service (e.g., a friend, classmate, or someone on a listserv to
273which the user subscribes).

2744.1.3. Motivation for using the service
275The question as to users' previous use of other reference services had a follow-up
276question that concerned the user's motivation for using NCknows rather than any of the
277other available reference services. A total of 68 users, among them five librarians, replied
278to this question. Seven overarching categories of motivation emerged from users'
279responses:

280! Convenience (32, 47%): Users used NCknows because of their perception that chat
28reference service is fast, efficient, and questions may be answered immediately; that the
282service is easy to use, always available, and accessible from any computer with Internet
283access, unrestricted by physical location; and users found it to be less trouble than other
284forms of reference service.
285! Other means of seeking information were not helpful (10, 15%): Before trying NCknows,
286users had already used other means to search for information but did not get their questions
287answered by those means.
288! Curiosity (9, 13%): Users were curious about the service and wanted to try it out.
289! Serendipity (8, 12%): Users came across the service online, often via a search engine,
290thought it might be useful in answering their questions, and gave it a try.
29! Recommended by others (5, 7%): NCknows was recommended to the user by another user
292or reference service. The user chose to use NCknows because of this recommendation.
293! Personal characteristics/habits (5, 7%): Users chose to use NCknows due to some personal
294characteristic or habit, such as English not being the user's native language, shyness, or an
295affinity for computers.

8 J. Pomerantz, L. Luo / Library & Information Science Research xx (2006) xxx–xxx
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296! Other reference services were not available (1, 1.5%): One user used NCknows because
297other reference services were not available at the particular moment that she was seeking
298information.
299

300Some of these categories naturally overlap: one user, for example, indicated that he was
30unable to find the information he was seeking via other means, came across NCknows
302serendipitously, and then decided to use it out of curiosity. Another user indicated that
303NCknows was recommended to him by another user who apparently came across the service
304serendipitously.
305It is worth noting that the librarians who responded to this question used the service for
306one of two reasons: to seek help in answering questions they had received in their own
307reference services, and out of curiosity. Those librarians who used the service out of
308curiosity, said that their library did not offer chat reference service, and they wished to report
309on the NCknows service to their colleagues and library directors. The follow-up interviews
30also identified 3 users (4% of the total number interviewed) who used the service
3specifically for the purpose of testing it: a student in an MLS program, a librarian, and a
32library director. Most of the librarians who used NCknows were from within North Carolina.
33It was known within the library community in the state that the NCknows pilot was going
34on, and that if it was deemed successful, additional libraries would be asked to join. It is
35therefore a little surprise that librarians and library directors from around the state would be
36curious about the service and would want to find out more about it before deciding whether
37or not to join.

384.1.4. Motivation for asking the question
39Users were asked about their motivation for asking the question. A total of 72 users replied
320and one user answered this question for two different chat sessions, bringing the total number
32of responses to 73. Six categories of motivation emerged from users' responses:

322! To answer a work-related question (51%): these questions concern activities, projects or
323problems in which the user is engaged. These questions are split fifty/fifty between
324business-related and school-related questions. Users who asked business-related questions
325were mostly businesspeople who asked questions related to a current project. Users who
326asked school-related questions were split between students and educators (both K-12
327teachers and professors in higher education). Students asked questions related to a current
328course or assignment; educators asked questions both related to courses and assignments,
329and for purposes of planning courses or coursework.
330! To answer a question that arose from the user's personal life (32%): Questions of this type
33broke down into several sub-categories: Genealogy, hobbies or other activities, the pursuit
332of vocational or academic change, and plain curiosity.
333! To conduct a known-item search (8%): In these questions, the user either knew the name of
334a source but could not locate it, or the user knew the name of some piece of content
335contained within a source (e.g., the name of a poem or short story) but not the name of a
336source that contains that content.
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337! To answer a question about the library itself (3%): These questions concerned library
338policies or services available online.
339! To help others look for information (3%): These were imposed queries (Gross, 1998), where
340the questioner stated that he/she was asking on behalf of another.
34! Other (3%): Users gave no indication of the motivation of the question. All of these users
342responded to the follow-up interviews by e-mail.
343

344Fig. 1 presents some examples of users' questions.

3454.2. The point of service

346Chat sessions are handled for the NCknows service by both librarians in libraries
347participating in NCknows and the staff of the 24/7 Reference company. Because of this, the

Fig. 1. Examples of users' questions.
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348exit surveys naturally include responses from users who chatted with both NCknows librarians
349and 24/7 staff. Of all exit surveys:

350! 37.2% of responses are from users who chatted with NCknows librarians,
35! 19.3% chatted with 24/7 Reference staff,
352! 13.7% chatted with both, and
353! 29.7% were indeterminate.
354

355The 13.7% of users who chatted with both NCknows librarians and 24/7 Reference staff
356were disconnected or logged out, and then reconnected to NCknows right away and were
357picked up by a different librarian. The 29.7% of exit surveys that were indeterminate were so
358because, as mentioned above, the research team was able to manually link only 70% of the exit
359survey responses to chat session transcript numbers.
360That users chatted with NCknows librarians almost twice as frequently as with 24/7 staff
36reflects two facts about the NCknows service. First, the greatest volume of users used the
362service during NCknows' hours of service. The hours during which librarians from the
363participating libraries staff the NCknows service is 10 AM to 8 PM on weekdays, and 1–6 PM
364on weekends; 73% of NCknows users connect during these hours of service on weekdays, and
36540% on weekends. Weekends, however, account for only 18% of the total volume of sessions
366received by NCknows. Thus, given the hours that NCknows librarians are staffing the service
367and the patterns in incoming traffic, there is more opportunity for a user to chat with an
368NCknows librarian than a 24/7 employee. Second, one of the terms of NCknows' contract with
36924/7 dictates that, during NCknows' hours of service, 24/7 staff cannot “pick up” a user until
37090 seconds after the user has logged in. This agreement is an attempt to ensure that NCknows
37librarians will chat with as many NCknows users as possible, but that if NCknows librarians
372are very busy, users will be picked up by 24/7 staff.
373Table 1 presents data on measures of users' satisfaction with various aspects of the
374NCknows service. The user has not had sufficient time to use the information provided by the
375librarian so can only evaluate the reference service on the basis of immediate impressions. It is
376the limitation of these immediate impressions as evaluation metrics for reference work that led
377to the research team conducting follow-up interviews. Because the overarching project was an
378evaluation effort of the NCknows service, however, it was necessary to establish that users
379were satisfied with their interaction with the service.
380Note that users' satisfaction on all of these measures is high. People tend, when reporting on
38their satisfaction with a service, to be generous, especially when that service is provided by

Table 1t
Users' satisfaction on aspects of the chat service (n, %)t 2

t 3 Satisfaction Speed Helpfulness Ease of use

t 4 Very satisfied 265, 68.48% 258, 67.72% 310, 81.15% 320, 82.69%
t 5 Satisfied 91, 23.51% 95, 24.93% 50, 13.09% 55, 14.21%
t 6 Dissatisfied 21, 5.43% 20, 5.25% 13, 3.40% 7, 1.81%
t 7 Very dissatisfied 10, 2.58% 8, 2.10% 9, 2.36 5, 1.29%
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382another human being with whom the respondent has had some personal contact. This is one
383explanation for why reports of user satisfaction with reference services is so high, even when
384users report that the answer provided by the service was not complete (see, for example:
385Durrance, 1989; Richardson, 2002). This may also be the case here.
386When users were asked to rate the speed of the service, their subjective perception played an
387important role. Of 256 users who rated the service as “very quick”, 148 chat sessions were able
388to be linked to their transcript numbers; the average length of these sessions was 20.2 minutes.
389Only 3 transcripts could be identified for which users rated the service as “very slow”; the
390average length of these sessions was 24.7 minutes. Due to the small sample size of “very slow”
39ratings, no statistical analysis is possible to determine whether these two groups of users are
392significant different. But users' narrative responses indicate that the definition of quick and
393slow is largely a subjective perception.
394Table 2 presents the results from an alternative measure of satisfaction, the user's
395willingness to recommend the service. NCknows scored very high on this measure. The
396willingness to recommend something – a product, a service, etc. – is a high bar; people are
397generally willing to complain in public but tend to be positive less often (International
398Customer Service Association, 2005; Society of Consumer Affairs Professionals in Business,
3992003). The fact that the overwhelming majority of respondents are very likely to recommend
400NCknows is a credit to the service.

404.2.1. Role of the user
402Table 3 presents demographic information about the user. It was important, in this
403evaluation effort during NCknows' pilot phase, to determine the composition of the service's
404primary user communities. These data will assist the librarians providing the service to conduct
405reference transactions appropriate to the user, and it will also impact the marketing of the
406service after its launch. Combining the student categories accounts for 47% of all users, and
407combining the educator categories (Teacher, Faculty, Librarian) accounts for 18.6% of all
408users. The “other” category unfortunately accounts for the largest category of users; nearly a
409third (32.7%) of users who specified “other,” however, also provided an alternative role.
40Among these were genealogist (19.4%), retired (13.9%), active readers (11.1%), unemployed
4(8.3%), legal worker (5.5%), and business person (5.5%). Other “other” categories specified
42by only one or two users included artist, journalist, volunteer, grant evaluator, medical patient,
43church worker, and grandparent.
44As discussed above, students accounted for nearly half of all NCknows users. Students are
45also the largest group of users that had used the information provided to them by NCknows by

Table 2t2
Users' willingness to recommend the chat servicet2 2

t2 3 Recommend Number Percentage

t2 4 Very likely 337 87.53
t2 5 Maybe 39 10.13
t2 6 Unlikely 6 1.56
t2 7 Never 3 0.78
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46the time of the follow-up interview. This breaks down further as follows: of the users who
47had used the information provided, 18.6% were graduate students and 9.3% were
48undergraduates. The fact that students are the group that most immediately used the
49information provided may indicate that students seek information close to their immediate
420point of information need (for example, at the last minute before an assignment is due). The
42same might be said of administrators, who accounted for 11.6% of users who had used the
422information provided.
423Students are the largest group of users that had used the information provided by the time of
424the follow-up interview. Undergraduate students are also one of the largest groups that had not
425used the information provided (17.6%). Undergraduates form a bimodal distribution: those
426who used the information provided quickly, or not at all. One possible explanation for this
427bimodality is that some undergraduates may seek information at the last minute before an
428assignment is due and then use that information quickly, whereas others may change the
429direction of their research after having already sought some information on a topic.
430Interestingly, the librarians who used the NCknows service were one of the largest groups
43of non-users of the information provided (17.6%). All of these librarian-users interviewed
432were from libraries other than the 18 participating in NCknows, and as discussed above, used
433the service for one of two reasons: to learn more about the service itself by using it, or to seek
434help from other librarians to answer questions they had received in their own reference
435services. The term “use” here is ambiguous: in the former case, the librarian-user was
436experimenting with the service, asking a question that did not necessarily reflect a genuine
437information need. Instead, the librarian-user's information need was fulfilled by the use of the
438service rather than the information provided by the service, so they may have had no need to
439actually use the information provided. In the latter case, the librarian-user was asking an
440imposed query, and so they were not the ultimate end-user of the information; the librarian-

Table 3t3
Role of the usert3 2

t3 3 Role Number Percentage

t3 4 Other 110 29.65
t3 5 Student: undergraduate 86 23.18
t3 6 Student: graduate 50 13.48
t3 7 Parent 29 7.82
t3 8 Student: K-12 27 10.34
t3 9 Librarian 20 7.66
t3 0 Teacher: K-12 13 3.59
t3 Administrator 10 2.70
t3 2 Higher education faculty 9 3.45
t3 3 Adult educator 8 3.07
t3 4 Medical professional 6 6.25
t3 5 Teacher: pre-school 3 0.81
t3 6 Policymaker 0 0.00
t3 7 Politician 0 0.00
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44user may not have interpreted passing information along to the end-user as “use” of the
442information.

4434.2.2. Users’ comments
444The exit survey contained the typical end-of-survey question, an open-ended question to
445elicit any additional comments from the user about the service. Users' additional comments are
446mainly related to the various aspects of the service and reiterate their satisfaction or
447dissatisfaction with the service. These additional comments will be presented here simply as
448positive and negative.
449Mon and Janes (2003) counted unsolicited “thank you” messages received in response to
450answers provided to e-mail questions received by the Internet Public Library, and report a 20%
45“thank you rate.” The additional comments provided by NCknows users showed a 13.4%
452thank you rate, counting only those comments in which the user used the words “thank you” or
453“thanks” or a number of misspellings of those words (e.g., “thank you” or “thanx”). Counting
454those comments in which the user made other positive comments (such as about the speed or
455efficiency of the service, or the helpfulness of the librarian, or how great the service is), the
456additional comments show a 74.6% “positive comment rate.” The additional comments also
457show a 27.6% “negative comment rate.” The percentages of positive and negative comments
458sums to greater than 100% because many comments were mixed. Fig. 2 presents some

Fig. 2. Users' additional comments on the exit survey.
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459examples of the more glowing of the positive, the more critical of the negative, and the most
460thoughtful mixed comments.
46Two overarching themes emerged from the users' comments. These themes are likely to be
462familiar to all reference librarians: the interaction between the user and the librarian and the
463usability of the software. These are the primary issues that affect users' immediate impressions
464of the reference service. As discussed above, however, immediate impressions are limited as
465evaluation criteria, so follow-up interviews were conducted to collect data about the users' use
466of the information provided by the service.

4674.3. Use of the information provided by the service

468One of the questions on the follow-up interview concerned whether and how the user had
469used the information provided by the librarian in response to the question. A total of 67 users
470provided replied to this question. One user answered this question for two different chat
47sessions, bringing the total number of responses to 68. Three categories of use emerged from
472users' responses:

4731. Use: by the time they were interviewed, the user had used the information provided (63%).
4742. Partial use: the user had used the information provided and had found it partially useful, or
475the user had partially used the information provided (12%).
4763. No use: the user had not used the information provided at all (25%).
477

478Users who had used the information provided stated that the information helped them in
479accomplishing one of five types of tasks:

4801. Work-related uses: the information provided filled in a gap in the user's knowledge that
48allowed her to accomplish a business-related or a school-related task (69% (n=22) were
482business related tasks, 31% (n=22) were school related tasks).
4832. Personal uses: the information provided filled in a gap in the user's knowledge that allowed
484her to achieve a personal goal (33%, n=43).
4853. Found a known item: the information provided allowed the user to find the specific
486information source or piece of information for which she was searching (7%, n=43).
4874. Helping others: only two respondents used NCknows because they were helping other
488people seek information, but three (7%, n=43) said that they shared the information that
489they received with others.
4905. In one case (2%, n=43) the user simply pointed out that he used the information provided,
49but did not provide details as to how.
492

493These above uses, as might be expected, mirror users' motivations for asking a question.
494This may be the ideal situation for a reference service or indeed any service that provides
495information: that the information provided actually fulfills the information need that motivated
496the use of the service. Not all users, however, had had the opportunity or motivation to fully
497use the information provided.
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498Users who had partially used the information provided stated that there were three reasons
499why this was so:

500! the user had gone to the information source provided and found this source to be unhelpful;
50! the user's question was not fully answered, but relevant information sources or useful leads
502were provided, so that the user believed that a complete answer might ultimately result with
503more research; and
504! the user had not yet found the time to fully use the information provided, but what had
505already been used was useful.
506

507Users who had not used the information provided stated that there were three reasons why
508not:

509! The user had not yet had a chance to use the information provided, because they had not yet
50gotten to the stage in their work where they needed it.
5! The information was provided too late, after the user no longer needed it. As might be
52expected, this issue was raised only by users for whom the librarian could not provide a
53complete answer during the chat session. In such cases, librarians asked for the user's e-mail
54address and followed up some time later by e-mail with more information.
55! The information provided did not fulfill the user's information need or the user's question
56was not answered. The information provided was either entirely incorrect, or insufficient in
57breadth or depth to satisfy the user. There were two causes for the question not being
58answered: the user's question was so difficult or specific that the librarian was unable to find
59a complete answer or any answer at all, and limitations in access to fee-based services

Fig. 3. Examples of users' comments on their use of the service.
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520limited what the librarian could provide to the user. An example of this latter case is that a
52librarian and a user on the same university campus would have access to the same set of
522database subscriptions, whereas an off-campus user would not have the same access. In
523these cases, librarians relied more heavily on resources on the free Web, which naturally
524restricted the breadth and depth of information that the librarian was able to provide on
525certain topics.
526

527Fig. 3 presents some examples of users' comment on their use of the information provided
528to them.

5295. Discussion

5305.1. Non-response bias

53Both the exit survey and the follow-up interviews suffered from low unit response rates:
5328.6% of NCknows users who came into the service via queues other than PLCMC's, submitted
533the exit survey, and 18.6% of users who submitted the exit survey (1.6% of all NCknows users)
534were interviewed. As a result of this, it is imperative to investigate the effect of unit non-
535response bias on these results.
536One method for investigating the effect of non-response is to collect data from the non-
537respondents to enable a comparison between the respondents and the non-respondents
538according to relevant characteristics. It was unfortunately not possible for the researchers to
539conduct such a comparison. There are two types of non-respondents in this study: NCknows
540users who did not submit an exit survey, and users who submitted an exit survey but were not
54willing to be contacted for a follow-up interview. It was impossible for the researchers to reach
542many of the former category of users; it would have been illegal to contact the latter category
543of users.
544The NCknows service asks, but does not require, users to submit their e-mail address when
545they connect to the service. If an e-mail address is provided, the 24/7 application e-mails a
546copy of the chat transcript to the user. Because it is not required, only 72% of users do in fact
547provide an e-mail address. Of these, a percentage are likely to be invalid, either because the
548user deliberately submits a fake e-mail address, or because the user accidentally makes a typo.
549It is not known what percentage of the e-mail addresses submitted by users is invalid because
550NCknows does not validate these addresses; however, 4% of the e-mail addresses provided by
55users on the exit survey were different from the e-mail address provided by the same user when
552they connected to the service. The non-respondents for the exit survey fall into two categories:
553users who submitted a valid e-mail address when they connected to the service and users who
554did not. Users who did not submit a valid e-mail address were of course impossible to contact.
555It would seem, however, that it would be possible to contact those users who did submit a
556valid e-mail address when they connected to the service. This is true technically (i.e., the
557researchers had a valid e-mail address at which to contact the user) but not legally. These users
558could not be contacted according to the requirements of the institutional review board at the
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559authors' institution. According to these requirements, any study involving human subjects
560must allow participants to opt out of the study at any time with no ill consequences. Because
56the exit survey was Web-based, the researchers could not collect a signed consent form from
562the user. Instead, the exit survey itself became the consent form, by including the following
563statement: “Clicking the Submit Form button at the end of this survey constitutes consent to
564participate in this study.” If the user did not submit an exit survey, that must therefore be taken
565as a refusal to consent to participate in the study. The users who opted out of the exit survey
566could not, according to the institutional review board's requirements, thereafter be contacted
567for any other reason.
568Similarly, users who opted out of the follow-up interviews could not be contacted. As
569discussed above, the final two questions on the exit survey ask the user if she would be
570willing to be contacted for a follow-up interview, and asked for the user's e-mail address. Of
57the users who submitted an exit survey, 72.5% indicated that they were willing to be
572contacted for a follow-up interview. These users were of course contacted. The remaining
57327.5% of users, however, by indicating unwillingness to be contacted, had opted out of the
574study. Thus, due to both technical and legal reasons, it was impossible to assess the effect of
575non-response bias on the results of the exit survey and the follow-up interviews, by collecting
576data from the non-respondents.
577Another method for investigating the effect of non-response is to compare respondents and
578non-respondents according to those characteristics that are known about each group. Nothing
579is known about those users who did not submit an exit survey, except what they submitted
580when they connected to the service (a deliberately minimal set of data, including the user's
58name, e-mail address, zip code, and question, all of which are optional), and what they
582divulged in the chat session itself.
583Considerably more is known about users who submitted an exit survey but were not willing
584to be contacted for a follow-up interview. The chi-square statistic was used to determine
585whether there were any significant differences in responses to questions on the exit survey,
586between those users who agreed to be contacted for a follow-up interview and those who did
587not. Significant differences were identified for three of the exit survey questions: the user's
588satisfaction with the completeness of the answer, the helpfulness of the librarian, and the speed
589of the service (χ2 =14.33, df=3, n=373, p=0.002; χ2 =10.62, df=3, n=366, p=0.003; and
590χ2 =14.29, df=3, n=368, p=0.014, respectively). Users who were willing to be interviewed
59evaluated the service provided by NCknows significantly more positively than users who were
592unwilling to be interviewed. One possible explanation for this is that users who were
593unsatisfied with the service might be disinclined to talk about it further, whereas users who
594were satisfied might be more willing to share this with the evaluation team. This interpretation
595actually flies in the face of the findings by the International Customer Service Association
596(2005) and the Society of Consumer Affairs Professionals in Business (2003), which both
597found that dissatisfied customers are significantly more likely to talk about their negative
598experience with a company or a service than satisfied customers are to talk about their positive
599experience. Those studies, however, are concerned with word-of-mouth marketing and
600investigated customers' communication with friends, colleagues, and the like and not with the
60companies themselves. The findings of the present study may indicate that users are willing to
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602communicate their satisfaction or dissatisfaction to differing degrees, depending on with
603whom that communication is being conducted.

6045.2. Self-selection bias

605There is a further methodological problem faced by exit surveys: the users who submit exit
606surveys are self-selected. Even though the exit survey pops up at the completion of every chat
607session, the user must voluntarily fill it out and submit it. There is no way to force users to do
608this. After having just spent time in the chat session itself (an average of 14.6 minutes for
609NCknows sessions), many users are apparently unwilling to spend even an extra minute or two
60filling out a survey.
6Though there is no evidence to support the assertion that this is the case, the possibility that
62the exit survey respondents are significantly different from non-respondents along some
63dimension cannot be ruled out. Respondents therefore may not be representative of the general
64user population of NCknows, or of the population of users of chat reference services in
65general. Because, as discussed above, there is no way to obtain data from users given the
66existing methodological constraints other than by allowing users to self-select, the
67demographics of NCknows' user population are unknown. Indeed, the only characteristic of
68this population that is known for certain is the use of NCknows. Further, while there have been
69many studies of the user populations of individual digital reference services, there have been
620no studies of the user populations of digital reference services in general. The lack of data
62about this overarching user population calls out for future research to determine the
622“demographics” of the population of digital reference service users.
623It should be pointed out that exit surveys for other services do not have much better
624response rates than this study's 8.6%: Hill et al. (2003) report a 14.2% response rate, whereas
625Marsteller and Neuhaus (2001) report an approximately 20% response rate to “at least part of
626the survey,” indicating that they too encountered unit non-response. Ruppel and Fagan (2002)
627do not report their response rate, but they do report that they received 340 exit survey
628responses. They also report an average of 9.5 questions per day for the semester in which they
629conducted their study; for a 16-week semester (including reading and finals periods) this
630allows the estimation of a 32% response rate.

635.3. Discussion of findings

632Two recent studies of users of chat reference services asked respondents what reference and
633other library services they had used previously to seek help (Horowitz et al., 2005; Johnson,
6342004). These studies used different categories of library services and so are not directly
635comparable. Some categories did overlap, however, and also overlap with the categories used
636in the present study. All three studies found that when users had used another reference service,
637the most common form used was desk reference, followed distantly by telephone, and use of
638an e-mail service and no previous use of any reference service were roughly tied for third
639place. While the percentages of the user population found by these three studies do not match,
640the rank order of these categories of previous use is identical.
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64The motivation for asking users whether they had ever used any of the other reference
642services offered by their library was to determine if NCknows users were the same individuals
643who used other library reference services, or if NCknows was reaching new user communities.
644The majority of interviewees were already users of other forms of reference service, but nearly
64520% had never used any other reference service. An interesting avenue for future research will
646be to determine the effect of marketing campaigns for the NCknows service on the percentages
647of existing and new users.
648Campaigns to market chat reference services should be targeted to user groups that are
649likely to have a need for the service, such as in grade schools, colleges, and universities;
650businesses and other corporate settings; and social organizations. Johnson (2004) found that
65the largest group of users of the service he studied was undergraduates, followed by graduate
652students, with faculty as the smallest user group. This is echoed by the findings in Ciccone
653and VanScoy's study (2003). Other evaluation studies of chat reference services also reported
654that students (both undergraduates and graduates) are the largest group of users (Curtis &
655Greene, 2004; Kibbee, Ward, & Ma, 2002; Lee, 2004; Marsteller & Neuhaus, 2001) The
656present study offered the respondents more categories for their role in the use of the service,
657but again, the rank order of these categories of the users' roles are identical with the above
658studies. Johnson, too, suggests that chat reference services may benefit from marketing
659efforts; these findings indicate which user groups a service might wish to target in marketing
660campaigns.
66Horowitz et al. (2005) report that the single greatest reason why users used the service was
662its convenience: users did not want to or could not physically come to the library, and users
663believed that the service could provide them with information rapidly. This was the reason
664given by approximately 50% of all users that responded both to Horowitz, Flanagan, and
665Helman's and the present study's surveys. The availability of the service at all hours of the day
666and night is one factor in the convenience of the service. Horowitz, Flanagan, and Helman
667suggest several more, including that the software be simple to use, and that it work well across
668diverse networks.
669Recall that the follow-up interviews, whether they were conducted by telephone or e-mail,
670took place two to three weeks after the user's chat session. The authors had judged this to be an
67adequate amount of time for users to have made use of the information obtained from
672NCknows. The fact that a percentage of users had not used the information provided to them
673after two to three weeks indicates that there is a set of users who are planning very far ahead,
674and seeking information considerably in advance of their point of need. This raises the
675question of whether using a chat reference service (that is, a synchronous medium) is the best
676option for these users. It may be that an e-mail service would be preferable, as e-mail is
677asynchronous and these users clearly can afford to wait, if the payoff is that the librarian will be
678able to spend more time formulating an answer and provide greater breadth and depth of
679information.
680This raises the question of what media is most appropriate for what types of reference
68service, and how to encourage users to use a reference service in the most appropriate medium.
682Horowitz et al. (2005) report that a majority of users believe that chat is a useful medium for
683simple questions. Kern (2003), however, reports that requests for research assistance are
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684highest in chat services. It thus appears that there may be a mismatch between users'
685expectations of chat reference services and what these services are actually able and best suited
686to provide. This too may be an area where chat reference services may benefit from improved
687marketing efforts. It will be necessary, however, before chat reference services may market
688themselves as vehicles for specific types of assistance, for librarians to identify what types of
689assistance really are best suited by chat or other types of reference services.

6905.4. Methodological enhancements

69In future research, more effort needs to be devoted to solving the methodological issues
692involved in recruiting users as study subjects in order to make the sample more representative
693of the population of digital reference users. Other possible recruiting methods might be
694considered for use. For example, instead of asking whether the user is willing to have a follow-
695up interview in the exit survey, a follow-up survey could be automatically e-mailed to users
696after two weeks. Alternative methods for recruiting subjects would need to be tried to
697determine what garners the best response rate without violating users' privacy.
698Another interesting area of research is the question of what users gain from using the
699information provided by a reference service. For example, do they find uses of the information
700other than the original intended use? Are there physical or psychological benefits brought by
70application of the information? Answers to these questions would provide a way to further
702quantify the value and utility of the information or the service.

7036. Conclusion

704This study combines traditional evaluation methods of the user's satisfaction with the
705reference encounter, with a new approach made possible by the online nature of the service:
706elicitation of the user's information use and motivation for using the chat reference service.
707This analysis of users' motivations for seeking and use of information facilitates understanding
708of the complete process of reference interactions: motivations as prior to a reference session
709and usage as an extension of it. Placing the evaluation within the context of a user's
70information need and how it has been fulfilled allows a holistic assessment of the value of chat
7reference services.
72This combination of methodologies may serve as a model for evaluation of online
73reference services, and reference services in general: an exit survey to elicit the user's
74immediate satisfaction with the reference transaction, and a follow-up interview to elicit data
75about the user's actual use of the information and how that information fulfilled the user's
76information need. The major issue that needs to be addressed for this methodology to be truly
77useful is that of non-response: a method for eliciting a greater response rate on both exit
78surveys and follow-up interviews needs to be developed. Once this is developed, the
79methodology presented here, in combination with other evaluation methods and metrics, will
720enable a broad and deep evaluation of the context, performance, and impact of reference
72service.
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